Network Adaptability from Disaster Disruptions and Cascading Failures

Abstract

Recent disasters such as Hurricane Sandy demonstrate that our network infrastructures need to be better prepared to survive from such events. Employing techniques such as risk-aware provisioning, dynamic re-provisioning, multipath routing, and data replication, our methods perform the following: (1) Normal Disaster Preparedness (by accounting for risk of disasters in different parts of the infrastructure); (2) Enhanced Disaster Preparedness (under more-accurate intelligence on potential disasters); and (3) Post-Disaster Service Survivability (after a disaster, if full bandwidth cannot be guaranteed, the services should be provided with as much bandwidth as possible (degraded services)). While traditional approaches focus on protecting links and nodes (routers, switches, etc.) to provide “network connectivity”, the shifting paradigm towards cloud computing/storage require that we protect the data/content, so we develop the concept of “content connectivity” and methods to achieve this. Thus, we can significantly improve a telecom backbone network’s adaptability to survive disaster disruptions.
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